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In [3], on B-normalizers of finite solvable groups, Carter and Hawkes 
furthered the theory of saturated formations and s-projectors that was 
introd.uced by Gaschiitz [5]. Th eir work depends to a large extent on the 
notion of an g-abnormal maximal subgroup. This notion can be extended, as 
in Graddon [6], to an otherwise arbitrary subgroup H by calling H g-abnormal 
if the links of every maximal chain of subgroups above Hare all g-abnormal. 
The first half of this paper develops an alternate, though equivalent, definition 
of an g-abnormal subgroup, one that imposes restrictions on various nor- 
malizers and so is closer to the original concept of an abnormal subgroup (one 
such that all the subgroups above it are self-normalizing). Indeed for the 
special case of 3 = 92, the nilpotent groups, it follows directly from the 
definition below that the %-abnormal subgroups are just the abnormal 
subgroups. Moreover the g-abnormality of a maximal subgroup M is 
determined by whether or not a particular subgroup of ill, depending on 3, 
is normal in the whole group. 
It is known that an g-projector E of a supplement to the Fitting subgroup 
F(G) of a group G is contained in a unique &projector F of G. The concept 
of S-abnormality, and a result of Doerk [4], suggested that 5 could be 
obtained more explicitly, so that to obtain 5 it is enough to add pieces of 
certain normalizers to E-pieces that according to g-abnormality should be 
in F. -4 similar theorem holds for g-normalizers. The resulting formulae and 
some of the properties of g-abnormality will be used to derive a few more 
facts about g-normalizers, including a specific sequence of sub-g-abnormal 
subgroups leading down to the B-normalizer, and another sequence of 
subgroups leading up from the B-normalizer to one of the &projectors 
above it. As a corollary a result of Taunt [l I] is improved, and another proof 
is given for a complementation result of Seitz and Wright [lo]. 
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New Zealand. This paper is the main part of a Ph.D. thesis done at McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada, while studying under a Commonwealth Scholarship. 
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All groups are finite and solvable. Basic facts about formations, g-projectors, 
and Sylow systems may be found in Huppert [S]. If & is a formation then the 
&-residual G, of a group G is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G such 
that G/G, is in 5. Notice that if H < G and -Ri 4 G then 
(HN)gN = H,N. 
Throughout this paper 5 will denote a locally defined formation with the 
local definition {@P)},~~, for a set Z of primes and nonempty formations 
8(p). That is 
where 6, , for a set r of primes, is the class of sr-groups. After the first 
section the local definition will be integrated i.e., (VP E Z) g(p) C 5, which 
is always possible. In some cases the local definition will as well be full, i.e., 
g(p) = 0,3(p),- by [3, 2.21 there is a unique such local definition. 
1. $~-~NORMALITY 
In this section we first consider an arbitrary local definition, leaving until a 
little later the definition of ‘&abnormality and the question of its dependence 
on a particular definition. 
Let u denote the set {S(P)}~~~. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A subgroup H of G is called ~~bnornzal in G if 
we have that j N,(K) : L / is a $-number (a number prime top). 
The following lemma is immediate from the definition. 
LEMMA 1.2. (a) If H is cr-abnormal in G and H < L < G then H is 
a-abnormal in L and L is a-abnomal iti G. 
As the next two lemmas show, a o-abnormal subgroup has the same covering 
properties as an S-projector, and behaves properly when induction is used. 
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LEMnm 1.3. If H is cJ-abfzormal in G then G = H ’ G8 . Further, ;f (T is 
integrated then (Vp E C) g(p) is “monotoae above” H, i.e., whenever H < L < 
A’ < G then Lscp) < KBc,) . 
Proof. We use induction on the group order. If N is a minimal normal 
subgroup of G then we have G/N = HN/N . GgNiN by induction. Thus 
G = HNGS . The lemma follows unless G, = 1, His ap-maximal subgroup 
of G for some p E Z, N is a p-group and 
CoreG(H) = n Hg = 1. 
PEZ 
In this case G is in $‘j and has a unique minimal normal subgroup, namely N. 
Consequently GgcD) , being p-nilpotent and normal in G is a p-group. From 
the maximality of H in G it follows that G/N s Hand so Hzc9) g Gs(,,N/N 
is ap-group. But Core,(H) = 1 so O,(H) = 1 and thus we have H5cp) = 1 
contrary to j N,(H,(,,) : H j being a p/-number. Therefore this case does 
not occur. 
Now suppose that u is integrated. If H < L < K < G then by Lemma 1.2 
L is u-abnormal in K and thus by the first part of the lemma we have 
K = L . K, = L . K&cv) Vp E Z. This implies that Vp 
W n Kg(,) z L * Kg(s) = K/KS(p) , 
which is in B(p), so we obtain L5cn) < L n K5fD, < K5cs) . 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose H < G, N Q G and that either (i) u is integrated or 
(ii) (Vp E 2) g(p) is monotofre above H. Tlzen if H is a-ab?lornzal i l HN and HN 
is u-abnormal in G it follows that His u-abnormal in G. 
Proof, We use induction on the group order and may assume that N is a 
minimal normal subgroup of G. We wish to prove that if p E 2, L > H, 
L5(0) G K 4 L then 1 N,(K) : L 1 is ap’-number. Now HN ,( LN and also 
(-WS(p) < (LN)8.(,,N = Lg(,)N < KN Q LN. 
Thus 1 N,(KN) : LN 1 is a p/-number since HN is u-abnormal in G. This 
means that ! N,(K) : NLN(K)I is a p’-number, since N,(K) < N,(KN). 
Suppose LN < G then we have by induction that H is a-abnormal in LN. 
Hence 1 NLN(K) : L / is a p’-number and so 1 N,(K) : L / is a p’-number. 
Therefore we may assume that G = LN where L is now a maximal 
subgroup of G, L n N = 1, and N is a p-group. We suppose K 4 G and 
shall infer a contradiction. We now have 
(HN)nKa(HN)nL=H. 
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From H < L it follows that HN < LN and consequently by either (i) and 
Lemma 1.3 or (ii) 
H&V = (HWgdV G (LNj8(,) = L~(,!N. 
Intersecting both sides with L gives, as L n N = I I 
HZ(,) = L n (H%(JV) e L n (Ls(,+V) == LSC,) . 
This implies that H&cp) < (HN) n Lscp) < (HN) n K 4 H and therefore 
from the u-abnormality of H in HN, and the fact that N is a p-group we have 
H = N,((HN) n K). But I;_’ is normal in G so H = HN and 
which is a contradiction. Thus N,(K) = L and the proof is complete. 
We now take c to be integrated; in which case the converse of Lemma I .3 
holds, showing that Definition 1.1 yields the same collection of subgroups for 
any given integrated local definition. 
THEOREM 1.5. If H < G satisjies (VL > H) L = H . L;i then H is 
a-abnormal in 6. 
Proof. Let a0 = {K$j(p)),,, , then u, is a (in fact, the) full and integrated 
local definition of 5. By its definition o,-abnormality implies c-abnormality. 
It suffices to prove the theorem for (T,, for then using Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 
we would have that u-abnormality implies GO-abnormality. so proving the 
theorem for 0. 
Therefore consider 0 = CQ . If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G and 
HN < G then by induction H is a-abnormal in HN and H-N is u-abnormal 
in G. Ey Lemma 1.4 this implies that H is o-abnormal in G. To finish the 
proof it remains to treat the case when G = HlV, H is maximal in 6, 
H n N = 1, Core,(H) = 1 and N is ap-group for some p E Z. Suppose that 
H is not u-abnormal in G so there is a K such that H5(u) < H Q H but 
1 N,(K) : H j is not a $-number. Since H is p-maximal this means tkat 
K Q G and thus HBta) = K = 1 as Core(H) = 1. Hence G5c9) < N as 
G/N g H EF($). Then from KJJ(p) = g(p) C $J and N a p-group we have 
G, = GBcp) = 1, which is contrary to G = H . Gg . Hence His o-abnormal 
in G. 
COROLLARY 1.6. (a) If o is integrated, and q is an arbitrary &al 
de$nition qf F then o,-abnormality implies o-abnormality. 
(b) If CT and o1 are both integrated local dejinitions of 5 then o-abnormality 
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is equivalent to a,-abnormality. Moreover if H < G then II is a-abnounal in G 
;fandonlyif(VL > H)L = H*Lg. 
Proof. (a) and (b) f 11 o ow from Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3, and Theorem 1.5. 
DEFINITION 1.7. H < G is called g-abnormal in G if H is a-abnormal 
in G for some integrated local definition (T of 5. 
By Corollary 1.6 B-abnormality is well defined. 
If Al is a p-maximal subgroup of G then Al is g-abnormal in G if and only 
if M is @abnormal in G in the sense of Carter and Hawkes [3], which is that 
M/Core,(M) is not in g(p) C 5. For suppose that M/Core(M) is in &(p) 
then we have 
M%(9) < K = Core(A1) 4 M 
with 1 N,(L) : M 1 not a p’-number. Conversely, if Ma(,) <L 0 M with 
1 N,(L) : A4 / not a #-number then L is normal in G which implies A1g(9) < 
L < Core(M) and so M/Core(M) is in g(p). It now follows easily, using 
Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4, that the g-abnormality of the present paper is equivalent 
to that of Graddon [6’J. 
Locally defined formations of the form 
‘!E = {G: G, E W), 
where IL: is a formation, behave very much like the formation ‘$ of nilpotent 
groups. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. TIze following conditions are equivalent, for 2 a fornzation 
and H < G: 
(a) H is Xlr-abnormal, 
(b) (VL 3 H)(VK with L-, < K 4 L) L = No(K), 
(4 (k E G) g E <H> (Hz)e>. 
Proof. Using the local definition {g(p)), where (VP) g(p) = 2, in 
Definition 1.7 proves (a) o (b). (b) * c needs essentially the same argu- ( ) 
ment as in [S, VI, 11.171, while (c) * (b) is obtained once induction has 
been used to show that, given (c), 2 is monotone above H. 
If p is a non-integrated local definition for 8 then by Corollary 1.6 
p-abnormality implies g-abnormality. However it is never true that 
&abnormality implies p-abnormality. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. If p denotes a second local dejirzition {$3(p)},, for $j 
such that @abnormality is equivalent to p-ablzormality then in fact p is integrated. 
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Proo$ We may assume that the local definition (&(P)>~~ is full. Fix a 
p E 2, and suppose that G(p) is not contained in gV Take G minimal in 
$(p) - 5 so G = EN where E is an &projector, TV’ is the unique minimal 
normal subgroup, and E n N = 1. Thus E is in & n B(p) L g(p) and 
GgtT,) = 3 is a $-group. Form C, 1 G = RG (where R n G = l), the 
wreath product of the cyclic group of order p and G; divide out ~~(~~ to 
obtain a group Y > G. Now choose X = MG < Y (where M n G = 1) 
such that G is maximal in X. If G8cB) .= M<L ti GandLisnormalinX 
then M < C,(L), contrary to 
(as 1 N ; and \ R 1 are relatively prime). Hence G is g-abnormal in X. Therefore 
by hypothesis G is p-abnormal in X and so 
G = N,(G,(,,) = X. 
This contradiction shows that &(p) C &, and p is integrated. 
One particular nonintegrated local definition p has been studied by Doerk. 
While some &abnormal subgroups will not be p-abnormal we shall show 
below that an &projeetor is always p-abnormal, 
DEFINITION 1.10 [4,2,3]. If (@‘p)>,Ez is the full and integrated local 
definition of $J let for p in +Z 
g*(p) = (G : E an 8 -projector of G implies E E $J(p)), 
Then GY*( P)LL: is a full, though noninte~ated, local definition for 5= 
Also (VG) .E an &projector of G implies that Gp(p) is equal to the normal 
closure in G of .E&~ . 
Hence g*(p) is monotone above E. Lemma 1.4 is now applicable to E and 
i5*whE.z * so we may assume that E is a maximal subgroup of G, But 
E E $J implies E,(,j = Ep(,t so by Theorem 1.5 E is clearly {$$Qf),+- 
abnormal in G. 
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(b) If CALM has the stated property and if GE%(~) with g- 
projector E then by hypothesis E5(,, = G&c,) = 1 and so E E B(p) n 5, 
which is in g(p). Hence (VP E Z) B(p) _C g*(p). 
2. FURTHER PROPERTIES 
The local definition will from now on be integrated. 
An $J-abnormal subgroup also exerts some control over the normalizers 
of nonnormal subgroups above its g(p)- residuals, as the next theorem shows. 
This theorem will generalize the known fact [8, VI, Il.191 that a p-maximal 
abnormal subgroup AS of G contains N,(K) for K a Hall p’-subgroup of M. 
A Sylow system G = {Sq} is a set of Hall @-subgroups S*, one for each 
prrme q; and we let S, = flues Sq, for a given set rr of primes. Also recall 
that 6 is said to reduce into H < G if G n H = (Sq n H} is a Sylow 
system for H. 
THEOREM 2.1. If H is ~-abnormal in G, 6 = {S’} is a Sylow system for G 
reducing into H, p E Z, / G : H 1 a r’-number for a set T of primes, and 
then we have thnt (SJ,) n N,(K) < H. In particular when 1 G : H j is a 
p-number then N,(R) < H. 
Proof. If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G then UV/N reduces into 
UN/N and ‘v’q 
(Sq n HS&V/N = (PNjN) n (HN/N),(,) < KNIN < HN/N 
since the homomorphic image of a Hall subgroup is also a Hall subgroup. 
By induction we obtain 
(S&3,) n N,(K) < (S,S,) n N,(KN) < HN. 
6 reduces into HN as N CI G and N is nilpotent, and a second application 
of induction shows 
(WY n &%N n NH,(K) = CL%) n No(K) d H 
whenever HN < G. To complete the proof we suppose that G = HN, 
H is maximal in G, H n N = 1 and Core,(H) = 1. We further suppose N 
to be a p-group for if N is a p’-group then 
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since (5 reduces into N. It follows from the @abnormality of H in G that 
H = N,(H,(,jj and 11g(B) f 1. Since Core,(Hj = 1 we get O,(H) = 1. 
These two facts imply that there is a minimal normal subgroup L of H such 
that L, is a p’-group and L < H5cD) . Thus L < SD n Hg(,) . Take any 
element g E N,(K) then Lg < (LN) n K = L and so g E N,(L) = H. Hence 
(S&) n N,(K) G N,(K) G H. 
We now use Theorem 2.1 to prove a result of Alperin, which in turn adds 
a little more information to Theorem 2.1 when G is a Z-group. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Alperin [l]). If H . b as a normal in G and a SyEow system C5 
reduces into H and Hg for g in G then g is in H. 
Proof. If N is a minimal normal subgroup of G then we may assume by 
induction that g E HN and again that G = HAJ since G reduces into HIV= 
Suppose that N is a p-group. If K is a Hall p’-subgroup of H such that 
K E 65 then K is also a Hall p’-subgroup of Hg. Hence Kg-l is a Hall p’- 
subgroup of H. But Hall subgroups are conjugate so there is an h in H with 
Kg-’ = K”. Therefore, hg is in N,(K) < H and g is in H, by Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.3 (Mann [9]). If H < K < G, H is abnormal in G and G 
reduces into H thez 6 reduces into K. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If G is a Z-group, H < G and a Syloz~ system G = (Sfl) 
(with S, = fl,+, So) reduces iizto H, thez H is g-abnormal iz G if and only <f 
(‘v’p E Z)(VL 3 H)(VK with Sfl n Lg(,) < K < Lj 
the subgroup S, n N,(K) is contained in L. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.3 and 
the definition of @abnormality. 
For a p-maximal g-abnormal subgroup M of a group G Theorem 2.1 
shows for all K with SP n M? e(D) < K < M that N,(K) < 111: where SP 
is some Hall p’-subgroup of Al and thus of G. In fact the ‘&abnormalit;r of 
a maximal subgroup d depends on the behaviour of just one subgroup of M. 
LEMMA 2.5. The following are equivalent: 
(a) G is in &, 
(b) G is a Z-group, and if &!I is a p-maximal subgroup of G then 
M n Ggtg) 4 G. 
Proof= (a) z- (b). If G is in 5 then GgcD) is p-nilpotent. Suppose M is 
a p-masimal subgroup of G, and G5cPj 6 ill. Let K be a Hall p’-subgroup 
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of M n Gg(*) so Ii: = O~,(G~~~)), Jd being p-maximal. Now M/K is 
p-maximal in G/K, G = M . G%(,) , and G8tD)/K is a p-group, hence 
WlK) n V%dK) Q G/K so ll/l n G8(*) <1 G, using the property of a 
p-group T that R < T implies R < N,(R). 
(b) * (a). Suppose G is not in F and let h’ be an @-projector of G. Then 
there is ap-maximal subgroup A? of G with E < M. By (b) M n G,(,) ~3 G 
which by Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.5 is contrary to E being an &projector. 
Thus G is in 5. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The follozuing are equivalent, fw M up-maximal subgroup 
of G, p E 22 
(a) lk? is ~-abnormal in G, 
(b) M = &(J~ n G,d, 
‘(c) M 2 N,(K n G,(,)f for some Hall p~-s~~~p K of M. 
Proof. (a) * (c). Follows from Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 2.1. 
(c) + (b). If K is a Hall p’-subgroup of M then R n G8(,j is a Hall 
p’-subgroup of M n G5c9) . From M n G5tn) Q G we would have, using 
the Frattini argument and (c), that 
G = M n G5(p) - N,(K n G,(,,) < M < G, 
a contradiction. Thus JF = N&U n Ggfp)). 
(b) + (a). By Theorem 1.5 we are done if G = M * G, , so we may 
suppose that G, < M. Thus M/G% is a maximal subgroup of G/G% E 5, 
and hence M n G5tg)/G5 4 G/Ga by Lemma 2.5, which is contrary to (b). 
COROLLARY 2.7. [Z, Satz 61. A ~-g~o~~ G is in 8 kf ad on& if no ~~~~a~ 
subgroup is ~-abnormal. 
3. THE ~-PROJECTOR FORMULA 
In this section the local definition will also be full. 
Every nonnilpotent (finite solvable) group contains some proper subgroup 
L that supplements the Fitting subgroup F(G) (the maximal normal nilpotent 
subgroup of G), i.e. G = L * F(G). We shall elaborate and use this statement 
later on. Carter and Hawkes [3] have shown that if G -= L . F(G) then every 
S-projector ofL has the form L n E for some &projector E of G. Doerk has 
proved in [4] that if G = LN for L in $$ and N a normal abelian p-subgroup 
of G with p E Z, then F = L . C,V(L5(9)) is an @projector of G, G, = 
B-abnormality is as it should be. These results are contained in the more 
explicit theorem below. 
LEWUW~ 3.1. Fix p E 2. Let G be of the fom G = EN ,where E is in 5 and 
&Vis a ~o~~~~p-s~bg~oup of G. Then F = E * C,,@&~) is an ~-p~oje~to~ oJr G, 
Gg = C-Q(,) y W, and Fgo = JQ~) . 
Proof. We know that R = Eg(p) is a p’-group as E is in 5 C &,5(p). 
Let Q = C,\(R). Then EQ is in 3 since 3 is a formation, E_Ol = E/E n Q 
is in 5, and 
Hence F is in 5. 
R is a p’-group acting on the p-group N, so by a corollary of the Schur- 
Zassenhaus theorem 
N = C,(R) * [X, R]. 
To prove that F is an g-projector it now suffices to show G, = [iV, R]. 
Module the normal subgroup [N, R] G is in g* Thus G, G [N, R]. To 
obtain the reverse inclusion we may suppose that G is in 5. But now G5cs, 
is a normalp’-subgroup of G, so from 
we obtain R = G5cB) . Therefore R is normal in G and [N, R] = 1. In other 
words [X5 R] < G, . 
Taking G = F in the last paragraph gives Err,(,) = .Fcs(~) , so completing 
the proof of the Lemma. 
THEOREM 3.2. If a group G has the form G = L . l?(G) . O,,(G) and if 
E is ara ~-p~~je~~o~ ofL then 
(a) the subgroup F = E . I-jgEz CO,(c)(Es(B)) is an &projector $ (7, 
(b) ;f L = E E 8 &en G, = O,*(G) . flPfz [ECifP) , Q,(G)]. 
Proof. Since 3 is a formation of E-groups E is an g-projector 0fL * Ox<(G). 
Thus if N = F(G) n O,(G) we have that E~!~T is an g-projector of G/N- 
Now EN == FN, so ifF is an s-projector of FN then F is also an @projector 
of G. Hence we may assume L == E E 8 and O,(G) = I. We have F in 8 
since $J is a formation, (‘4~ E Z) Q, = Co,(c)(E8(,)) is normal in G, and by 
Lemma 3.1 (VP E C) E . Q, is in 5. Also (VP E 27) [Eg(n) , O,(G)] is normal 
in G so again by Lemma 3.2 G, equals [E:Ec,(,) , O,(G)] and F - G, = G. 
Similarly F < L implies F * Lg =I: L, and therefore F is an B-projector of G. 
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From this theorem we obtain a slight extension of [3, 5.151 on comple- 
menting abelian residuals. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If G has the form G = F. F(G) . O,*(G) where F is in 
Band O,(G%) . b 1’ f g asa ezan ora ivenpE.ZthenFnO,(Gg) = 1. 
F’roof. The p’-group F5cp) acts on the abelian p-group A = O,(Gp) and 
hence by [8, III, 13.41 
A = G(Fgd x MFgd 
Now by Theorem 3.2 A = [O,(G), Fg(J and thus, again using the Schur- 
Zassenhaus theorem. 
which implies CA(FScD)) = 1. But we have 
and therefore F n A = 1. 
In the situation of Theorem 3.2 F is actually the unique @projector 
containing E, and as well F contains all subgroups of G in which E is 
“‘$subnormal.” Part (b) of the next theorem is essentially due to Hawkes 
[7, 3.71 (where it is proved for the case GE as), who also proved, in 
[7, Theorem C], parts (c) and (d) for the case G E ‘WX~. 
DEFINITION 3.4 [7, 3.41. H ,( G is g-subnormal in G if there is a series 
H = H, < H1 < s-0 < H, = G, 
where each Hi is maximal in H,+1 and is not &abnormal in H,+1 . 
THEOREM 3.5. If G has theform G = L . F(G) . O,,(G), E is anF-projector 
of L, and F is the product dejined in Theorem 3.2, then 
(a) E < FQ, for some g in G, implies F = FQ, 
(b) ES-subnormal in K implies K in 3, 
(c) ES-subnormal in K implies K < F, 
(d) E is &subnorm.al in F. 
Proof. (a) By Theorem 3.2 F and Fg are both &projectors of T where 
T = Es F(G) . O,>(G) = Fe F(G) * O,,(G) = Fg * F(G) - O,,(G) 
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so there is an x in T withF8 = Fa!. Thus we may assume E = L. By induction 
if O,(G) is not trivial then F * O,(G) = Fg . O,(G) (since the homomorphic 
image of an &projector is again an ~-projector~~ so me may aIs0 suppose 
G = E . O,(G) for somep E Z, and take g in O,(G). If N is a minimal normal 
subgroup of G with hJ < O,(G) then by induction lW = (FWT>“, which 
implies by Theorem 1.5 that g is in FiV (since G is now a Z-group). Therefore 
assume thatg is in iV, and again by induction, that G = FN, where F *c? N = ii. 
Thus [A“, s”- lJ 4 F n N = 1 (since E < F n 8’s) which means g is in 
N,(E) ,< F. 
(b) If E is &subnormal in K, and iV = F(G) . O&G> then &V/iV = 
J&V/IL’ since EN/Al is an g-projector of G/X. Thus we assume E = L, and 
also that E is p-maximal in K for some p E A’. Now K = E . fli- n i\i> is in 8 
so by Theorem 3.2 N = E 3 CoB(&E,(,,) is an $J-projector of .K, and is 
~-abnor~lal in K by Theorem f-5. Thus K = His in gS 
(c) If E is &subnormal in K then as in (b) let E = L. By (b) and 
Theorem 3.2 there is an g-projector Fl of G with E < K < Fl . But P is an 
&projector of G by Theorem 3.2 and @projectors are conjugate. Hence 
K < Fl = F by (a)- 
(d) If p E Z: and N = E * Con(G)(E5(U)) then by Lemma 3.1 we have 
qjw = -Q(B) -= HgkJ) for all R such that E < R < H. From Proposition 
2.6 and the normality of Es(=) in H we find, after considering any refinement 
of the series E < H, that E is 3-subnormal in W. Now let {p,>:,i be any 
ordering of the primes in Z and dividing the order of G, let :V< = O,:(G), 
I& = E, and 
Then (‘dk) .7$< is $J-subnormal in Ek,l , and therefore E is @-subnormal in 
F = E, I 
4. &NORMALIZERS 
We now shall apply some of the previous resuks, and continue the emphasis 
on the normalizers and centralizers of S(p)-residuals, to add a little more 
detail to the theory of @normalizers. The main theorem is 4.15 in which 
we give a specific sequence of sub-g-abnormal subgroups leading to the 
&normalizer. From this sequence the @-projectors may be determined 
constructively, in the sense that the S-projector is the last of a series of 
subgroups, each defined in terms of the previous ones by means of normalizers 
and centralizers. We shall start from the definition of &normalizers that is 
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used by Seitz and Wright [lo]. For completeness ome known facts will be 
proved without using chief factors, so the material below is mostly self- 
contained. 
DEFINITION 4.1 [lo, p- 1401. If G is a Sylow system of a group G then the 
~-no~~~z~~~~e~ of G associated with G is defined to be the subgroup 
where G = {Sp} and S, = &,grr Sp for a set v of primes. 
Remark 4.2. (a) The definition of D(G) is independent of the particular 
integrated Iocal definition chosen, because 
and the full and integrated local definition {(&g(~)),~,r is unique. 
(b) When .E contains all primes the @normalizer of Carter and Hawkes [3] 
agrees with present definition-the agreement being a consequence of [3,3.1]. 
(c) The g-projector has a form very similar to that of the &-rormalizer 
since by Theorem 2.1, if E is an ~-projector of G into which 6 reduces, then 
E = S, n 0 NG(E%ca) n S*). 
P=x 
LEMMA 4.3 [IO, 1. I]. The Sylow system G r-educes into D(G)arzdfor agiven 
p E Z the Sylow p-subgroup of D(G) associated with 6 n D(6) is 
LEMMA 4.4 [3, p. 1851. (a) Ary tzuo g-now~alixers of G aye conjzcgate in G. 
(b) If D(G) is an ~-normalizer of G, and N is normal in G, then D(G)N/N = 
D(GN/N) is a?z @normalizer of G/N. 
Proof. (a) follows from the conjugacy of Sylow systems. 
(b) We may assume that N is a p-group for some prime p. Put TQ = 
5’~ n G,(d then for 4 E .Z’, 4 # p, we have 
N < N,(T*) = N,(TpN) 
since NG( 1”“) < NG( TqN) and 
fT*, N,(TqN)J f G@(q) n (TgW 
= Tq * (G,(,, n N) = Tg. 
Thus, NG(T~)/N = NGIN((SQ/AJ) n (G/N)s(Q,). If p E .Z’, then 
No(T = N,(TW) 
by the Frattini argument, while by the properties of Hall subgroups 
TON/~\’ = (SP~V/~V) n (G/M)5cP) , 
and therefore we get 
N,(Tn)NjlL’ = NoIN((SWjN) n (GpV)&. 
The lemma now follows from the Dedekind identity. 
LEMMA 4.5. Ijc D(6) < H < G then H . G, = G and (Vp E 2) H,l,(,t < 
G,(P) . 
proof. By Lemma 4.4 D(6) G8/Gs is an g-normalizer of G/G,. G/G, 
is in k SO from the definition we see that 
D(G) G,/Gg = HGgiGg = G/G%. 
Hence H. G, = G and therefore Hgt9) . G, = Gsca) . G, = GBcpj , the 
local definition being integrated. 
COROLLARY 4.6 [3, 4.1, Corollary 11. D(G) .i.s in 5. 
Proof. Put D = D(G) then for p E Z we have 
D 5(p~ < D < NdG5m n W. 
According to Lemma 4.3 D5(p) n SP is a Hall $-subgroup of DB(,) , and 
by Lemma 4.5 D,(,) < G5co) . Therefore D5tD) is p-nilpotent since 
D 5~ G NGPg(p~ n (+w n Sp)) = N&M n Sp>, 
and thus D is in 3. 
We now examine the relationship between the &normalizers of G and the 
&normalizers of certain subgroups of G, particularly the &abnormal 
subgroups. 
DEFINITION 4.7. A subgroup H of G is called sub-&zbnormal ira G if 
there is a series of subgroups 
H = HO < HI < ... < H, = G 
such that (Vi) Hi is &abnormal in Hi+, . 
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THEOREM 4.5 [3, 4.31. If H is sub-S-abnormal in G and ;f B is an 
@ormalizer of H then there is a?1 &normalixer D of G such that D < B. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2 we may assume that H is p-maximal in G for some 
prime p. Let GH be a Sylow system of H with which B is associated, and 
extend GH to a Sylow system G = (SP) of G. We have D(G) < U since 
either D(S) ,< S, < H or p E Z and 
D(G) d Nc(G$(,) n Sp> < H, 
by Theorem 2.1 as H is now g-abnormal in G. Also Lemma 1.3 implies 
that Hgcz)) < Gg:(,) for all p E Z. Therefore 
(VP E 3 D(G) d NdHg,, n (G5w n SUN 
= NH(Hg(,) n (Sp n H)), 
and so we obtain D(G) ,( B. 
DEFINITION 4.9. A subgroup H of G is called g-critical in G if H is 
g-abnormal in G and G = H . F(G). (This definition extends the notion, 
given in [3], of an g-critical maximal subgroup.) 
LEWMA 4.10 [3, p. 1871. G is not in 5 if afzd only if there is a proper 
&-mitical subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let ?W denote the extension class %92 ... ‘31 (h copies) if k > 1 
and let ‘%a = (1). Let the Fitting length of G, be ~z (so n is the minimal 
integer such that G, is in ‘W). Now for all K 929 is a locally defined formation. 
Therefore if n > 1 and if H is an %n-lg-projector, we have G = H . F(G) 
and also H g-abnormal in G, since $J C W-1g. The converse follows from 
Lemma 2.5 and the definition of @abnormality. 
Hawkes in [7,5.3] proved that when G has the form G = L . F(G) then 
an S-normalizer B of L is the intersection with L of an g-normalizer D of 
G. The next theorem gives D explicitly, in terms of B and L. 
THEOREM 4.11. Suppose G has the form G = L . F(G), the Sylozv system 
6 = (Sp} of G reduces into L, and B = D(G n L) is an &-normalizer of L, then 
is an @zormalizer of G. 
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Proof. Put Lp = L5ca) n SJ’ and GP = G%(D) n 9. It follows from 
Lemma 4.3 that 
and o(G) = JJ (S, n NG(Gp)). 
DEE 
Because G = L . F(G) we obtain 
(VP E ,VL,(,, . F(G) = GE(,) . F(G) 
and thus, since 6 reduces into L, 
Lp . n O,(G) = GP . n O,(Gj. 
WP 4#P 
Therefore we have 
CO,(G)(L~) = CO,(G,(@! 
as GP < Ggcli) 4 G, and 
s, n N,(LP) < S, n N,(Gpj. 
Hence B < D(6). But if N = F(G), BAT/N and D(G)/N are both 
g-normalizers of LN/N = G/N. Therefore BN = D(6$V and D(G) = 
B . (N n D(6)). This implies for R a Sylow p-subgroup of N n D(G) that 
[R, GP] < O,(G) n Gj! = 1 
and thus 
cO,(G)(G’) < R < Co,(c&“), 
so concluding the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.12 [3, 4.61. If H is an ‘&critical subgroup qf G fhe?z an 
~-normalizer of H is an ~-normalizer of G. 
Proof. The corollary follows from Theorems 4.8 and 4.11, or, more 
directly, from Theorems 4.11 and 2.1. 
COROLLARy 4.13 [3, 5.51. The &normalizers of G are also S-projectors 
qf 6 if G is in %g. 
Proof. If E is an g-projector of G then E . F(G) = G since G is in !I@, 
and E is &abnormal, and thus &-critical, in G by Theorem 1.5. Corollary 4.12 
now shows that E is an i’+normalizer of 6. 
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~PROPOSITION 4.14. Iffe is the formation of allgroups in which @zormalizers 
and &-projectors coincide, and if G is in %@ with an &norm.alizer D, then 
(a) E = D . ~IDE~COD(G)(Q~(D&(P))) is an g-projector of G, 
(b) [3, 5.91 D is contained in a unique g-projector, nczmely E, 
(c) [7, Theorem C] E contains all subgroups of G iz which D is 
g-subnormal. 
Proof. If E is an @projector of G containing D then D . F(G)/F(G) = 
E . F(G)/F(G) by the hypothesis G is in NE. Hence D . F(G) = E . F(G), 
but E is an s-projector of E . F(G), and E . F(G) is in ‘$15, so by Theorems 
3.2 and 3.5 
If D is .@subnormal in K then by definition of g-abnormality 
D . F(G)/F(G) = E . F(G)/F(G) = K . F(G)/F(G) 
and hence D < K < E . F(G). The proposition is now a consequence of 
Theorem 3.5. 
We now exhibit the specific sequence showing that an B-normalizer 
is sub-g-abnormal, and then use the sequence to construct a second sequence 
terminating in an @-projector. That @normalizers are sub-g-abnormal is 
shown in [3, 4.71, while Graddon in [6] has obtained a different sequence 
converging (in an oscillatory manner) on the g-projector. 
THEOREM 4.15. Sllppose that the local de$nition of 5 is both fill and 
integrated, G is a group with Sylow system 6, and n is the Fitting length of G8 . 
If the sequences 
(i) G=D,>D1>...>D,_,>D,=D 
(ii) E = E,, > E1 > ..* 3 E,,-l >, E, = D 
are defined as follows: 
0) W 2 0) Dk+l is the W-“-l~-nornmlizer in D, of the Sylow system 
SnD,ofD,, 
(ii) E,-, = E,, = D, while Qk < n - 2 
E, = Ek+l n Co,(~,Wle+dm)~ 
PET 
then 
(a) (Vk) 6 reduces into D, and into E, , so the two sequences are quell 
dejined, 
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(b) (Vkj(Vj <. k) D, is the ‘~~z-65-?zoyT?zali,e~ in Dj c$ 5 n Dj and 
therefore D, = D is the &nomalixe: in G of E3 
(c) (Vk) Dkwl is all 92iZ-?+1@projector of D, , so D,.-, is s2lb-‘32’@-lk- 
abnormal ipa G and, in particular, D is sub-B-abnormal in G, 
(d) (V/K) E,: is an @projector of D, , with E, n D, == El,, , and thus E 
is an @projector of G zuith E n Dk = E, , 
(e) [7, Theorem B] D is i&ubnormal in I?. 
Proof. (a) G reduces into D,: by Lemma 4.3 and thus into E, by the 
definition of E, . 
(c) We have ('dkj D, E 92 92’-“-lg so c o ( ) f 11 ows from Corollary 4.13 and 
Theorem 1 S. 
(b) By (c) DIcT1 is in fact 9P7~-1&critical in D, , and hence Corollary 4.12 
gives (b). 
(d) h consequence of Theorem 3.2. 
(e) Follows from Theorem 3.5. 
COROLLARY 4.16. If in Theorem 4.15 ~ E : D 1 is a p-number for p i?z .Z’, 
then Egp: = DBcD) and E = D . CSJD8(2)jj. 
f+oof. W)(E&(,, = (EfZ+l)z(P) by Lemma 3.1. Thus we have E5cg) = 
%(d and 
E, = Ekfl . CO,Q&%H~~,)!~ 
The corollary is now a consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 4.li [7, Theorem E]. The i$-normalizer D = D(6) is an 
g-projector of G if and only if(Vp EL’) Csn(D~(8)j ,< D. 
Proof. If D is an S-projector of G then D is %-abnormal in G by Theorem 
1.5. Conversely, if (VP E 2) CSD(Ds(,,) ,< D, then in the notation of Theorem 
4.15 we obtain 
and hence E = D by induction. 
The first sequence of Theorem 4.15 provides a tool for the study of groups 
in which the ‘g-residual has an abelian Sylow p-subgroup, as well as the 
smaller class of (solvable) groups with abelian Sylom subgroups. The latter 
groups are called A-groups, and we shall say that a group G is an AD-group 
if it has an abelian Sylow subgroup G, _ If G is an A.-group then Taunt in [l l] 
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proved that G’ n Z(G) n 6, = I, where G’ is the derived group. The next 
theorem improves this result for solvable groups, and also extends slightly 
the complementation theorem [IO, 2.21 of Seitz and Wright. 
THEOREM 4.18. If G is a group and the zotation is the same as in Theorem 
4.15 Eheiz 
(a} if Gg is an l&-group, or more generalfy, zjc fog all k the ~W-~--‘& 
residual Nk of D, is an -&,-group, the8 
and 
S, I-J G, = 31J WW, S,nG8nD = 1, 
A=0 
S, n Gs n NF(P n G5(p)) = 1, 
(b) if F = N and G is alt &group then 
S, n N,(S) n G’ = 1, 
(c) if Gg is an A-group then D . G, = G and D n G, = 1. 
PWII. (a) D,,, is g-abnormal in D, by Theorem 4. IS(c), so by Lemma 
1.3 we have (&+& < (Da)s . Hence if G, is an &-group it follows that 
(Vk) (D& is an A,-group, and further that Nk , the %*-~-r&residual on D, , 
is an k&,-group since 5 C ‘%+k-l& We now assume that each Nk is an 
&-group. Dx. is in W-*~ so Nk is nilpoten~. Thus from Corollary 3.3 and 
the fact that OP(Ns) is abelian we obtain 
D,+, n O&Vi) = 1. 
This implies, with N, = jJ O,(ni,), that N, n D = 1 since for al1 k 
f), > &, . Now N = n Nk is normal in G, G = DiV by the definition 
of the L&, and D is in 3. Hence G, < N and S, n Gs < N, . Therefore, 
N, = S, n Gg since iV, n D = I and, by Lemma 4.5, G = D 1 G5 _ 
From Lemma 4.3 and N, -3 S, n G, we obtain part (a). 
(b) A special case of (a) since when G is an A,-group 
S,nGs===S,nG’. 
(c) FoIIows from (a). 
COROLLARY 4.19 [IO, 2.2]. If T is the set of ~~~rne~ dividing j G : G8 / and 
if (‘Jp E T) GE has abetian Sylou: p-subgroups thept Gg is complemented in: G 
by any Hall r-subgroups of an ~-~o~rna~~~e~ of G. 
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